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U.INTEL
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

Established in 2010, Uzenzele has advised over 2,500 SMEs on where and how to access finance.

Uzenzele’s specialty is in capital raising services for expansion of existing businesses within established value chains. Uzenzele

provides specialist advice to SMEs in determining where and how to access finance for expansion and growth.

As certified United Nations Development Programme Supplier Development Professionals, Uzenzele guides the

identification and selection of strategic, high impact suppliers within corporate value chains using the United Nation’s

Supplier Development methodologies - with a focus on the capitalisation of these suppliers for a sustainable win-win

solution.

Uzenzele Intelligence (U.Intel) was established to provide consulting and training services to address the need for specialist

interventions, an outsourced function for access to finance in the supplier development ecosystem and the education of the role-

players in the ecosystem (SMEs, financial institutions, business development practioners and procurement) to address the lack of

access to capital to SMEs within public and private supply chains.
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SMME TRAINING PROGRAMMESCORPORATE TRAINING PROGRAMMES

TRAINING PROGRAMME SUMMARY

UI.CTP01 Dealmaker Programme UI.CTP05 SME O.E.M & Part Supply 

Programme

UI.CTP02 Automotive  Sector 

SME Local Content Programme

UI.CTP06 Consumable (Local 

Content) SME Supplier Programme

UI.CTP03 Food & Beverage SME 

Supplier Programme

UI.CTP07 Commercial & Professional 

Service Suppliers Programme

UI.CTP04 Printing & Packaging 

SME Supplier Programme

UI.CTP08 Infrastructure Provisioning –

SME/ Local Content Programme

UI.STP01 Early Days Bankability 

Programme

UI.STP04 Scale & Growth Bankability 

Programme

UI.STP02 Innovation Bankability 

Programme

UI.STP05 Advanced Bankability 

Programme

UI.STP03 Supply Bankability 

Programme

UI.STP06 Bankability Coaching 

Programme

§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH
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“The delegates couldn’t get enough of you. They loved the

elegance and the manner in which you engaged them. They

said they finally understand how to tap into funding for their

various businesses and loved the practicality and the

materials and stories you shared.“ Dr. Puleng Makhoalibe -

Innovation, Creative and Entrepreneurship Program Lead at

Henley Business School
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CORPORATE TRAINING PROGRAMMES
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH
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UI.CTP01 Dealmaker Programme UI.CTP05 SME O.E.M & Part Supply Programme

UI.CTP02 Automotive  Sector SME Local Content Programme UI.CTP06 Consumable (Local Content) SME Supplier Programme

UI.CTP03 Food & Beverage SME Supplier Programme UI.CTP07 Commercial & Professional Service Suppliers Programme

UI.CTP04 Printing & Packaging SME Supplier Programme UI.CTP08 Infrastructure Provisioning –SME/ Local Content 

Programme
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UI.CTP01: DEALMAKER PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

Many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for transactions to conclude and convert at credit committee and these SMEs
look to financial institutions for answers on how to bridge the gap. Most dealmakers have a limited understanding of the instruments and
mechanisms available to provide a blended financial structure for SME transactions.
This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist dealmakers
help their clients increase bankability and farm prospective clients for larger ticket sizes.

Dealmakers Investment bankers Credit committee members Investment committee members
Marketing & business development executives Family office investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives in deal making
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to grow transaction value and farm the prospect
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP02: AUTOMOTIVE  SECTOR SME LOCAL CONTENT PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion from
most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply or manufacturing contracts and with the emphasis on local and “Black”
content on OEM vehicle manufacturers, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape and requirements is necessary.
This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist
procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for the automotive supply chain
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to grow transaction value and farm the prospect
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP03: FOOD & BEVERAGE SME SUPPLIER PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion
from most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply or manufacturing contracts and with the emphasis on local and
“Black” content for food and beverage commodity managers, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape and requirements is
necessary. This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist
procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for the agro-processing supply chain
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP04: PRINTING & PACKAGING SME SUPPLIER PROGRAMME OVERVIEW
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion from
most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply or manufacturing contracts and with the emphasis on local and “Black”
content for printing and packaging commodity managers, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape and requirements is
necessary. This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist
procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for the printing and packaging of goods
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP05: SME O.E.M & PART SUPPLY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion from
most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply or manufacturing contracts and, with the emphasis on local or “black”
content for equipment from vehicles to yellow machinery and other equipment procurement managers, a better understanding of the capital
raising landscape and requirements is necessary. This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and
private equity mandate examples to assist procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation
and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for equipment manufacturers, fabrication and part supply
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP06: CONSUMABLE (LOCAL CONTENT) SME SUPPLIER PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion
from most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply or manufacturing contracts and with the emphasis on local or
“black” content for general consumable and prereferral commodity managers, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape and
requirements is necessary. This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate
examples to assist procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for consumables from toilet paper to machining lubrication
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP07: COMMERCIAL & PROFESSIONAL SERVICE SUPPLIERS PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being

unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion

from most procurement executives and officials in awarding such supply contracts, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape

and requirements is necessary to alter this reality.

This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist

procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives

Business development executives Investment executives

Half-Day

• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier

• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)

• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)

• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

• Fundamentals of incentives

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 

facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.CTP08: INFRASTRUCTURE PROVISIONING - SME/ LOCAL CONTENT PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, this puts procurement and SCM at risk with many local SME contracts being
unfulfilled. Furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for capital to be raised. This leads to an aversion
from most procurement executives and officials in awarding infrastructure contracts, a better understanding of the capital raising landscape
and requirements is necessary to alter this reality.
This training will unpack incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist
procurement in their supplier development and localisation requirements, ensuring capitalisation and quality supply.

Procurement executives Commodity buyers Supplier development executives
Business development executives Investment executives

Full Day

• Fundamentals of incentives
• Case studies of incentives for infrastructure and feasibility contracts
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising incentives
• How to capacitate the SME as a strategic supplier
• Fundamentals of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Case studies of equity raises or debt (interchangeable based on client needs)
• Roles and responsibilities of the funder and SME in raising debt or equity

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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SME TRAINING PROGRAMMES
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH
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UI.STP01 Early Days Bankability Programme UI.STP04 Scale & Growth Bankability Programme

UI.STP02 Innovation Bankability Programme UI.STP05 Advanced Bankability Programme

UI.STP03 Supply Bankability Programme UI.STP06 Bankability Coaching Programme
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UI.STP01: EARLY DAYS BANKABILITY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for
capital to be raised. In empowering SMEs to understand the funding landscape, requirements and channels, measured entities are able to
the ability to plan for their financial futures.
This training will unpack the stages of a business and the associated financing solutions focusing on the early days of operations, incentives
(grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist SMEs better prepare for fundraising exercises
in order to capacitate themselves effectively.

Pre-revenue start-ups Early stage start-ups (up to 2years track record) Incubator managers Coaches

Full Day

• Fundamentals of bankability
• Sources of finance in the early days
• Being investment ready
• How to hack the “2 year” track record
• Sources of finance later in the business lifecycle

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.STP02: INNOVATION BANKABILITY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for
capital to be raised. In empowering SMEs to understand the funding landscape, requirements and channels, measured entities are able to
the ability to plan for their financial futures.
This training will unpack the stages of a business and the associated financing solutions focusing on industrial and hi-tech technologies,
incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist SMEs better prepare for
fundraising exercises in order to capacitate themselves effectively.

Pre-revenue businesses Pre-commercialisation Incubator managers Coaches

Full Day

• Fundamentals of bankability for development and commercialisation for innovation
• Sources of finance in innovation
• Being investment ready – the road to commercialisation
• The importance of network in innovation
• Sources of finance later in the business lifecycle (production)

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.STP03: SUPPLY BANKABILITY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for
capital to be raised. In empowering SMEs to understand the funding landscape, requirements and channels, measured entities are able to
the ability to plan for their financial futures.
This training will unpack the stages of a business and the associated financing solutions focusing on the supply public and private sector
contracts of goods and services to assist SMEs better prepare for fundraising exercises in order to capacitate themselves effectively.

Post-revenue businesses Contract based businesses Incubator managers Coaches

Full Day

• Fundamentals of bankability
• The importance of the buyer relationship in contract finance
• Sources of finance for contracts
• Being investment ready
• Sources of finance later in the business lifecycle

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.STP04: SCALE & GROWTH BANKABILITY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for
capital to be raised. In empowering SMEs to understand the funding landscape, requirements and channels, measured entities are able to
the ability to plan for their financial futures.
This training will unpack the stages of a business and the associated financing solutions focusing on the scale and growth phase of a
business, incentives (grants), development finance, venture capital and private equity mandate examples to assist SMEs better prepare for
fundraising exercises in order to capacitate themselves effectively.

Established SMEs High growth-phase businesses Incubator managers Coaches

Full Day

• Fundamentals of bankability
• Sources of finance after the 2 year hurdle
• Being investment ready
• Selling to financial institutions
• Sources of finance further down the business life cycle, including partnerships and M&A

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.STP05: ADVANCED BANKABILITY PROGRAMME
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF TRAINING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

SUBJECTS COVERED

93% of SMEs don’t know where or how to access finance, furthermore, many SMEs lack the equity contributions and security needed for
capital to be raised. In empowering SMEs to understand the funding landscape, requirements and channels, measured entities are able to
the ability to plan for their financial futures.
This training is for mature and stable businesses which would be referred to as “medium-sized” with an annual turnover of more than
R20mil to R500mil. The training will unpack relevant financing solutions, focusing on incentives (grants), development finance, venture
capital and private equity mandate examples to assist medium enterprises better prepare for fundraising exercises in order to grow their
businesses.

Business executives Financial executives Accountants and business advisors

Full Day

• Fundamentals of bankability
• Sources of finance for advanced businesses
• Being investment ready
• Selling to financial institutions
• Fundamentals of Mergers and Acquisitions

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 
facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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UI.STP06: BANKABILITY COACHING
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

PURPOSE OF COACHING:

WHO SHOULD ATTEND

DURATION

OBJECTIVES

Whilst training will provide SMEs the fundamental learning, depending on the maturity of the business and its team and their capital raising

ambitions, coaching over a short or long time period assists SMEs to be accountable to an action plan of becoming investment ready and

bankable.

This is often a long 3 to 24 month process. Without regular accountability and guidance, SMEs who could be financed and scaled often are

unable to secure finance and fail.

Bankability must be built into a business, our coaches and business mentors focus SMEs on this journey.

SMEs

To be determined on a case per case basis

• Business model audit for bankability and base-lining

• Action plan to improve bankability

• Regular accountability and coaching

• Guidance and review of bankable documentation

Training is priced at standard daily rates per person subject to stipulated daily minimum rate applicable for the training facilitator. We will provide content, 

facilitation, assessments, certificate of attendance (if needed) and training report per session.
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CONTACT DETAILS
§ INSIGHT
§ DEVELOPMENT
§ GROWTH

TEL: 012 346 5174 EMAIL: training@uzenzele.com www.uzenzele.com
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